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Supplementary Materials and Methods

Experimental setup
The experimental setup mainly consisted of a flight chamber (20cm × 20cm × 20cm), three highspeed cameras, and LED light sources (Fig. 1A) . The flight chamber was made of a transparent acrylic box with a 10 cm × 10 cm landing area on the center of its ceiling that was cut open. The landing area was made of a layer of fabric mesh (on the top) to enhance the visual contrast, and a layer of transparent plastic film (on the bottom), on which the flies would land. The mesh and film were stretched so that they remained approximately rigid (with negligible deformation) when flies landed. Two types of mesh patterns, one in white with an average grid size of 15 mm 2 and one in black with an average grid size of 0.94 mm 2 , were used in the experiments to provide different visual contrasts when flies landed. Experiments were performed using 3-7 days old blue bottle flies (Calliphora vomitoria) (29 ± 4 mg) hatched from pupae (Mantisplace, Olmsted Twp., OH, USA). After being cold-anesthetized for 10 minutes, the flies were introduced to the flight chamber in a group of 20 to 30 for each experiment. The experiments were performed in the flight chamber after flies fully recovered from the cold-anesthetization. During each experiment, the experimenter introduced mechanical vibration to the chamber as the stimulus eliciting flight bouts of the flies, which ended with landing on one of the chamber's surfaces. We recorded the landing trials within the landing area using three synchronized high-speed cameras (FASTCAM Mini UX100, Photron Inc., San Diego, CA, USA), operating at 5,000 frames/s with exposure of 1/25,600 s. The cameras were calibrated using a direct linear transformation for three-dimensional kinematic reconstruction (51) before and after each experiment. During the experiments, the high-speed cameras were manually triggered when attempts of landing (including successful, failed and groping) on the landing area were observed. The flies and the landing area were backlit in the cameras by three 50-W LED light sources (MonoBright LED750, Genaray Co., Brooklyn, NY, USA), placed outside the flight chamber ( Fig 1A) . A thin diffusing filter was placed in front of each LED light to generate more homogeneous light filed. The anatomical landmarks on the body and wings of the flies (Fig. 1B ) in the captured images were then digitized in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) using DLTdv6 (51).
Analysis of body kinematics
Body translational and rotational kinematics, including position, linear velocity, three Euler angles that parameterize body orientation (i.e. roll, pitch and yaw angles), and angular velocity (i.e. roll, pitch and yaw rate), were directly calculated from the four digitized points on the body (1 to 4 in Fig. 1A ). In this process, three reference frames were defined, i.e. the global frame of reference ℱ = { , , } with -axis pointing vertically upwards and -on the horizontal plane; the body-fixed frame of reference ℱ = { , , } (Fig. 1C ) with from rear end of abdomen to head, from right wing base to left wing base and being the cross product of the two; and the yaw-aligned global frame ℱ = { , , } ( (1)
where is the position vector of the i-th digitized point. The body translational velocity was expressed in different frames, i.e. ℱ , ℱ and ℱ , and was obtained by differentiating followed by rotations to the corresponding reference frame, for example
where is time and the rotation matrix from ℱ to ℱ is denoted by , whose transpose is formed in columns by the body-fixed frame axes, i.e.
The rotation matrix is an unique representation of the body orientation , from which the body roll , pitch and yaw angles (in the sequence of Z-Y-X), as well as the roll , pitch and yaw rate were calculated (52).
Distance travelled by the fly's rotational trajectory The total distance travelled by a fly's translational trajectory was approximated by the summation of the distance between two consecutive body positions. The total distance travelled by a fly's rotational trajectory ( ) (the time traces of the body orientation), ( ) , was estimated according to ( ) 
where [ ( ), ( +1 )] is the distance between two consecutive body orientations ( ) and ( +1 ), referred to as the (magnitude of) geodesic (50). When a proper bi-invariant metric is selected to define the distance in the special orthogonal group (3)(i.e., the configuration space of all rigid body orientations), [ ( ), ( +1 )] is equivalent to the angle of the non-unity eigenvalue (generally a complex number) of the matrix ( ) −1 * ( +1 )
In our analysis, we used Eqn. S4 to calculate the ( ) according to the trajectories of the rotational maneuvers from the start of rotation to the moment of feet touchdown ( fig. S3vi ). We also used Eqn. S5 to calculate the magnitude of geodesic ∆ min (i.e., the shortest distance or the smallest angle) between two body orientations: the fly's orientation one-wingbeat before the feet touchdown and the ideal inverted landing orientation. ∆ min was used in the calculation of Degree of Inversion (DoI) in the Materials and Methods.
Calculation of visual cues from body kinematics
Here the kinematic relationships between the visual cues and the body kinematics are established. The visual cues include Relative Retinal Expansion Velocity (RREV), relative ceiling fore/aft rotation ( ) and relative ceiling lateral rotation ( ), which result from vertical velocity , forward/backward velocity and lateral velocity , respectively ( fig S1) . RREV results from looming stimuli as a fly approaches ceiling ( fig. S1A) , and is the reciprocal of time-to-collision. As derived below, RREV can be extracted directly from visual information without the explicit knowledge of distance to the ceiling or the upward velocity. Considering a fly approaches ceiling with a distance and an upward velocity , a feature point on the ceiling that is distance from the fly's approaching point has a viewing angle (fig. S1A)
Taking the time derivative of both sides (here is considered as constant) yields
Since = tan and = , we have
This indicates that the RREV, which equals to (the reciprocal of time-to-collision), can be extracted from (1) (retinal expansion velocity of the feature point) and (2) sin 2 2  (when is small), which is related to the viewing angle or the retinal size of the feature point. Both quantities represent visual information that can be obtained from the retinal motion image. The encodes the radial expansion rate of the feature point and encodes the radial distance of the feature point. , the ceiling rotates backwards about the axis on fly's retina, the angular velocity of which is defined as . (C) Similarly, a lateral velocity of the fly results in a lateral rotation of the ceiling about axis on the retina ( ). The is the distance of the fly from the ceiling, is the radius of a feature point on the ceiling from the approaching point, and is the viewing angle of the feature point. The visual cues: RREV, and , are the results of linear velocities , and , respectively, and can be calculated from the visual information derived from viewing angle and its expansion rate , without explicitly knowing the distance or the body linear velocities (20, 21) . In addition, one can calculate the fore/aft angular velocity of the ceiling, perceived by the flow field on the fly's retina ( , fig. S1 B) . Considering a fly flying forward under the ceiling with a vertical distance towards to ceiling and a forward velocity ( fig. S1 B) , a feature point on the ceiling that is distance from the center in fore/aft direction has a viewing angle tan =
Since = , we have 2 1 + cos 2 = =
This indicates that , which equals to , can be extracted from the visual information and cos 2 , without the explicit knowledge of or . The encodes the radial expansion rate of the feature point and cos 2 encodes the distance of the feature point from the center in fore/aft direction. Similarly, the lateral angular velocity of the ceiling perceived by the flow field on the fly's retina ( fig. S1 C) , can be obtained as following
Analysis of wing kinematics The wing kinematics were determined by the coordinate transformations between the wing stroke plane frame ℱ and the wing-fixed frame ℱ . The periodic wingbeat patterns and their cycle-wise variations, were represented by Fourier Series. The wingbeat patterns were classified as reference, pitch or roll generating according to the average body roll and pitch accelerations within an individual wingbeat. The nominal wingbeat pattern of a class was defined as the averaged pattern within the class. For each wing, a wing-fixed frame of reference ℱ = { , , } was defined with along the wing leading edge, aligned with the wing chord perpendicular to the leading edge, and being their cross product. The stroke plane frame ℱ = { , , } ( fig. S4 Ci) was defined according to the nominal stroke plane, which was assumed to be 45° rotated from the − plane. Therefore, it was obtained via rotating the body reference frame ℱ about axis by 45°. The wing Euler angles, including rotation , deviation and stroke , were obtained from the three consecutive single-axis rotations from ℱ to ℱ in the sequence of ZXY (52). The time series of wing Euler angles were then parameterized using 8 th order Fourier series prior to further analysis
where ̂ was normalized time from 0 to 1 for each wingbeat cycle, and 0 , , , etc. were the Fourier series coefficients. Having the Fourier series for all recorded wingbeats, the nominal wingbeat patterns for the classified wingbeats were obtained by averaging the corresponding Fourier series. The classification of wingbeats into reference and pitch or roll-generating wingbeat patterns was based on the thresholds defined as half of the maximum angular acceleration in the corresponding trial. For example, a wingbeat was classified as pitch or rollgenerating if its cycle-averaged pitch or roll acceleration exceeded half of the maximum pitch or roll acceleration, respectively. A wingbeat was classified as reference if its cycle-averaged body angular acceleration was lower than the half of the maximum angular acceleration in the corresponding trial of the landing maneuver. The roll or pitch generating wingbeat patterns were then compared with the reference ones to find the changes of wing kinematics during the landing maneuvers. During the pitchdominated landing, a fly ascends upwards with an average body pitch angle approximately 70°, followed by a rapid pitching up, reaching the peak angular velocity within 8 wingbeats (<50 ms) before touchdown, and finally attains a ventral-side-up orientation after an additional leg-assisted body swing. In the meanwhile, there is a small amount of roll motion that orients the fly body towards the resultant velocity of and . On the other hand, in roll-dominated landing, the roll rate peaks within 5 wingbeats and can be as high as 6000 degree/s, steering the body towards a ventral-side-up orientation before touchdown. It is then followed by an additional leg-assisted body swing that brings the body fully ventral-side-up (body longitudinal axis aligns with the ceiling). 
and (iv) RREV. (D) The c.v. and the mean of the distance of fly from ceiling . The solid and dashed lines represent c.v. and mean values, respectively. Different landing maneuvers are aligned in time at the beginning of pitch, which is defined as the moment when pitch rate reaches ¼ of the peak pitch rate. Time 0 represents the average touchdown time instant. The RREV calculated in ℱ has the least c.v. compared with those in ℱ and ℱ frames, and also to those of the and . The c.v. of is comparable to the RREV in ℱ, however since cannot be directly measured by the flies, RREV is the most likely visual cue that triggers the body pitch maneuver.
Fig. S5. The roll rotation in inverted landings is triggered when RREV exceeds a threshold.
This figure displays the same information as those in fig. S4 except that the data from different landing trials are aligned at the start of roll. Again, the RREV calculated in yaw-aligned global frame ℱ = { , , } has the least coefficients of variance.
Fig. S6. Correlations between visual or mechanosensory cues to the pitch rate of the rotational maneuvers.
Correlations of peak pitch rate with visual ( , , and RREV) and mechanosensory ( , and ) cues at different preceding time instants with respect to three sets of coordinate frames ℱ = { , , }, ℱ = { , , } and ℱ = { , , } (successful landings, N =10) are shown. The solid and dashed lines represent the Pearson's linear correlation coefficients and P-value, respectively. The shaded area indicates P-value lower than 0.05. The data from different successful landing trials are aligned at the peak of pitch, and time 0 indicates the average time instant of feet touchdown on the ceiling. The peak pitch rate is positively correlated with both RREV and , and negatively correlated with and (in ℱ), but not with the sensory cues in ℱ or ℱ , indicating that the ℱ is the most likely coordinate frame in which the flies calculate the sensory cues. fig. S6 except that data from different landing trials are aligned at the instant of peak roll rate. The peak roll rate is positively correlated with and from all three coordinate frames. Note that there are only small differences between , and in most trials of pitch-dominated landing. Table S1 . Categorized landing trials. The inverted landing trials are categorized into (1) successful landing (landing in smooth and coordinated fashion in the first attempt), including: pitch dominated (PD), roll dominated (RD), longitudinal body swing dominated (SLon), lateral body swing dominated (SLat) and pitch-and-roll combined (PR); (2) landing with groping for the ceiling using forelegs (CG), and (3) failed landing due to early body rotation (FER), low body inversion with delayed leg extension (FDE), and low body inversion with minor body rotation (FMR). The number of digitized and analyzed trials for each category is listed. Note that after failed landing attempts, flies can always land successfully by groping for the ceiling using their forelegs, which occupied a large number of the trails we recorded, they are considered separately from the successful landing. The triggering and mediation of rotational maneuvers were analyzed based on the successful landing trials with the high-contrast perching area (total 13 trials), where 3 trials with a recording time less than 25 ms before the start of the rotational maneuver were discarded, resulting total 10 trials used in the analyses (fig. S8 ). Table S2 . The Pearson's linear correlation coefficient and P value between body rotation variables and multiple sensory cues at an example time instant of 20 ms before peak of rotation rate. The rotation variables include peak, average and integral of pitch, roll and yaw rate. The sensory cues include visual , and RREV and mechanosensory , and . Table S3 . The Pearson's linear correlation coefficient and P value between body kinematic variables and the changes of wing kinematic variables. The body kinematic variables include stroke-averaged upward acceleration, pitch rate, roll rate, yaw rate, pitch acceleration, roll acceleration and yaw acceleration. The changes of wing kinematic variables include bilateral symmetric and asymmetric changes of stroke angle, wing rotation and deviation, stroke plane tilt and wingbeat frequency.
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